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Abstract: - The aim of this study is to develop a human computer interface (HCI) to empower people with disability
with hand free communication and computer access. The interface employs eye gazing as the primary computer
input mechanism. It relies on the use of remote eye-gaze tracking (EGT) device to compute the direction of gaze
and utilizes it to control the mouse cursor. Unfornrnately, the performance of these interfaces is traditionally
affected by inaccuracies inherited from the eye tracking devices and ineflective eye-tracking data to screen
coordinates normalization algorithm. This study focwes in the development of new optimized EGT to screen
coordinates data conversion mechanism which minimizes considerable the disparity between gaze-point and the
actual fixation of the eye. It analyzes in more details the correlation between the two data types resulting in an
increment in the accuracy of the system. In the development ofthis data conversion mechanism, the following steps
were implemented: (a) compilation of EGT data and mouse cursor coordinates simultaneously in order to find the
correlation between the two data types, (b) search for a curve fitting method that best describes the behavior of the
data (c) computation of thb data conversion coefficients based on the collected data set (d) implementation of a
decision mechanism to determine the appropriate mouse cursor action based on the direction of gazs,, and (e)
application of visualization tools to monitor and evaluate the system performance.
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1. Introduction
Unconventional computer input devices have been
developed based on the perception of the human
senses to harness the power ofcomputing and access
the variety of resources made available thereby.
These aids allow people to controi computer through
devices beyond the standard keyboard and mouse.
Examples of adaptive equipments include smaller or
larger keyboards, eye-gaza pointing devices, sip-andpuff systems controlled by breathing, and other
alternative pointing devices.
The aim of this study is to provide universal access
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computprs to individuals with severe motor
disabilities via a vision based human computer
interface (HCI). Such access will make it possible for
a motor disabled individual to use computers and
issue command and control tasks using only eyegazing

[l,

2]. This is achieved through the integration

of an eye

gaze tracking (EGT) system

to

the

interface.
The EGT interface is inherently integrated in terms
of modalities of use and in hardware-software
assimilation. The integrated aspect of the design is
based on the use of the less intrusive (passive) remote
eye-gaze tracking system in contrast to the head
mounted version in order to free the user from any

physical constraint. The eye tracking

device

computes eye coordinates in accordance to the visual
field, in this case a computer monitor. These are then
sent to the stimulus computer through the serial port,
where they are normalized into mouse-pointer
coordinates.

Regrettably, using eye-gaze activity as the primary
computer input mechanism is less stable and less
accurate than most manual input devices due to
unwanted collateral effects. Such undesirable effects
are: the ubiquitous jittering of the mouse pointer due

saccade behavior of the eye, and the disparity
between the gaze point and the mouse pointer

The

computer for data acquisition (DA)
with the stimulus computer through

The Param

communicates

the eye

position due

the serial port. Eye image is detected and analyzed
using the Raw Eye Movement Data Acquisition

Horizontal

(REMDA) software which resides

through th(

to

to

unsuitable data normalization

algorithm.

Accuracy of mouse cursor control through eye
gazing activity can be enhanced using different
approaches, such ast (a) integration of a
complementary technology -i.e., Electromyogram
(EMG) [3, 4], and (b) application of different

in the DA

rscAN@ ETL-500

3. Preli

[6J.

Algo

2.2.

by

not part of the viewed image in the

proposing

an effective conversion

algorithm

which considerably reduces the discrepancy between
the EGT coordinates and the mouse pointer position.
[n order to ensure accurate cursor displacement, the
following important tasks have been performed:

(l)

Develop an interface for data collection
which records EGT and screen coordinates
simultaneously.

(2) Enhance the data conversion

e.o.R'v)'

computer. The EGT system used in this study is the

smoothing algorithm to the mouse cursor trajectory
i.e. training an artificial neural network to learn how
the EGT inputs statistically relate to the jittering [5].
This study addresses the data translation problems

-

In Previou

EGT Data Range
The EGT calibration system divides a scene NTSC
video signal into 5l2H x 5l2V pixel matrix (Fig.2 ).

defined as
constant c

maximum

The sync and blanking portion of the video signal are

[7]' The rt

monitor.
However, they use up the edge portions of the matrix.
The section of the matrix that corresponds to the
viewed image is from 2l to 481 in the horizontal
position and from 57 to 481 in the vertical position
[6]. When computing the direction of gaze,the values
correspond to a horizontal and vertical position in the
matrix.
(0,0)-H.!io!t

mechanism

I

C6ti.-

where x,

value, x,
values,

;

(51t,0)

coordinat

based on the equations for the Least-Squares
Line using previously collected data.

(3)

(4)

ExPeri

Use the new data conversion mechanism to
calculate the mouse cursor coordinates.
Develop a decision mechanism to determine
which mouse cursor action should be
executed based on the already normalized

Ycrlbd

coordinates.
Evaluate system performance using a Metric

(o,srr)

(5)

were no

Crort,

2.3.

SerialCommunication

The vision based human-computer interface

as

proposed is based on a benchtop eye gaze setup.

It

a CPU for raw eye movement data
acquisition, a CPU for user interaction, an eye

output up to six parameters. The table below lists all
the possible parameters that can be output through
the serial port.

Table

integrates

monitor, a scene/auxiliary monitor, an eye imaging

Parameters
P.O.R. H
P.O.R. V
Pupil H
Pupil V
Pupil D
Pupl VD
C.R. H
C.R. V

A

Fig.

l:

*rga.i+,1

.re*W!l*ri:a}:|-.

re

Eye gaze based human-computer interface
components and sefup

waS'

i

During serial communication, the EGT system can

2.1. SystemConfiguration

camera, and an infrared light source (Fig. l).

, because
: the eye
i coordina
, mouse
j constant
on whic
i how clo
'

6rr,5lt)
Fig. 2 Scene NTSC Video Coordinate Matrrx

Monitoring (MM) application.

2" Eye Gaze System Overview

ga

P-C.R.

l.
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assistiv
order t'
stePs !
mouse

EGT Parameters

Meaning
Point of regard horizontal ordinate
Point of regard vertical ordinate
Pupi horizontal position ordinate
Pupi vertical ordinate
Pupi horizontal ordinate
Pupi vertical diameter
Corneal refl ection horizontal
ordinate
Comeal refl ection vertical ordinate
Pupil and corneal reflection
relationship

'

data's'

,

fitting
ofthe r

'
'

4.1.

I

An aP'
maP

1

EGT-t
scene

(Fig-3

aPPli<

buttot

l: l99l-8755
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sition

(DA)

puter through
and nalyzed
r Acquisition

in the DA
; study is the

The parameters that represent the actual position of
the eye gaze of the user are the Point of Regard
Horizontal (P.O.R.H) and Point of Regard Vertical
(P.O.R.U. Only these two parameters are sent
through the serial port to the stimulus computer.

3. Preliminary

Data

Conversion

Algorithm
;cene NTSC

trix (Fig.2 ).
:o signal are

re monitor.
Ithe matrix.

In previous sfudies, mouse pointer coordinates were
defined as the product of the EGT coordinates and a
constant ofproportionalify, given by the ratio ofthe
maximum screen value and the maximum EGT value
[7]. The resultant data conversion equations were:
tn, = ,\t-u^ . re , rn = !t-^t* . y,
rx

lnds to the

, horizontal
:al position
,

the values

ition in the
0)

_u*

lu

(l)

The default dimension of the matrix was determined
based on the current screen resolution (1024x768
pixels), and buttons size (250 twips). The dimension
of the matrix can be changed at user demand. When
running the application in the stimulus computer, the
matrix is also displayed in the scene monitor.
Data was collected using the REMDA software in
the calibration mode in which calibration poins are
displayed in the panel pseudo screen as small
squares. Each of calibration points can be in the
active stage one at a time denoted by a circle
appearing around the square (Fig.3 (b))- The active
crusor becomes visible on the scene monitor
superimposed to the image displayed in the stimulus
computer, and its point-of-regard (p.O.R.)
coordinates are output through the serial port (Fig.3

(c)). The active calibration point can be

_u^

xr_r,, utd yr_u- are the monitor resolution
Yalue, xr_u* ffid yr_r* are the maXimUm EGT
values, and xE and lt are the current EGT
where

moved
around the screen using the computer arrow keys.

coordinates.

Experiments demonstrated that these equations
were not suitable for this type of dala conversion
because there was always a disparity/offset between

the eye gazing point and the mouse
coordinates. This made eye gazing control

cursor
the

of

mouse cursor very difficult. The offset was not
constant throughout the screen. It varied depending
on which of the four quadrants of the monitor and
how close to the center ofthe screen the visual point

r)

atrix

was.

tem can
'lists all
through

linate

Precise EGT to mouse pointer coordinate conversion
is a crucial step in the implementation of vision based
assistive system for persons with motor disability. In
order to €nsure accurate data conversion, important

=
rte

ll

nate

ll

ff

---l/
-Jl

J
=

-J/
-il
:JI
nate

ll

for Enhanced EGT to
Mouse Pointer Data Normalization

4. Algorithm

steps where performed: (a) collection of EGT and
mouse cursor data simultaneously, (d) analysis of the
data's behavior in order to find the appropriate curve

fitting equations, and (b) implementation and testing
ofthe data conversion equations.

Fig. 3. (a) EGT-Correlation Application Snapshot (b)
REMDA Calibration Control Panel (c) EGT System
Scene Monitor
During data collectiog the mouse pointer was placed
over one of the buttons in the MEC matrix while the
EGT-cursor was placed over the same point using as
reference the image displayed in the scene monitor.
As the button was clicked, its matrix position, t}le

mouse cursor position

(xy, yy), and the
in a table

coordinates (xr, ye) were saved
(Table 2).

Table 2. Data correlation table format

4.1. Data Collection
An application was developed in order to collect and
map the EGT-cursor to mouse-cursor coordinates.

EGT-cursor refers to the cross hair that appears in the
scene monitor indicating to the user's gazing position

(Fig.3 (c)). The Mouse-ECT Conelation
iVfAC;

application consists on a GUI displaying a matrix of
buttons (Fig.3 (a)) with a default dimensLn of 23x17.

Matrix

Xr

Ys

Xy

Yy

Position
0.0

22

42

30

0.1

65

41

50

79
79

0.2
0,3
0,4

110
156

42

70

79

41

90

'79

40

n0

79

42

130

79

0-5

203
244

p.O.R.

format

Notice that the coordinates of the mouse pointer is
equivalent to the position of the button on the
computer screen. This procedure was repeated for
each of the buttons in the matrix. The collected data
was then used to map the correlation between the
EGT data and the mouse pointer location.
EGT vs. mouse-cursor plots were generated using

the collected data, which

indicated

a

linear

n = ILu, - f

(*)]' =tlr, -(a + bx,)l'= min.

the
(3), Plugging t

yield to the

r

where

a

and 6are unknown coeffrcients while allx,

md y are given. To obtain the least square error,
first derivatives of c and D must yield zero.
Solving for

c

xM

the

lt

and D in equation (2) shields:

relationship between the two data types as shown in

Fig.4.
EGT

r

([,, )(t''

vs llbdtor Coonlmles

USlIli

]

-

(t', xt',',

)

usiJ

(4)

"Zri -(t',)'

0

a0

4m

6$

b-

800

X-Manita

(a)
EGT

>zm
1m

2m

,."31*

mo

(b)

Fig. 4: EGT vs. monitor coordinates from one of the
data sample files (a) x-axis (b) y-axis

4.2. Curve Fitting Method
The method used to map the collected data set based
on its characteristics was the least squares method [8]
which is a mathematical procedure used to find the
best-fit curve for a given set of points by minimizing
the sum of the squares of the offsets (deviation) of

the points from the curve. Using the sum of the
squares of the offsets instead of the absolute values
allows the residuals to be treated as a continuous
differentiable quantity.
The least-squares

line method uses a straight
Iiney= a+bx to approximate the data set (x,,-/1),
(xr,/z),..., (xn,y,), whereT>2. The best-fit curve

/(.r)

(s)

12

error. For the best fitting curve, the sum of the
deviations squared yields:

n= di +d'zr+...+a',

=lai
i=l

I

resolutiont
number o
rnonitor,

As mentioned before in section 2-3, even thought the
EGT data values are based on a 5l2x5l2 matrix, not
all the points in the matrix are part of the image
viewed on the stimulus computer screen. For those
points, the equations above do not result in valid
mouse coordinates on the screen. The resulting
values fall outside of the screen resolution causing
the mouse pointer to roll over. Thus, the equations
are only valid for the EGT values that fall within the
range of the viewed image. The interface does not
process the EGT values that correspond to the
blanking portion of the video. Since data is being

(2)

5. EYe

I

Once the
theY are

(MCM)'
behavior
actions t
to move
functionr
the facl
coordinz

received at a frequency of 60 Hz, this does not affect
the performance of the system.
The correlation data set, collected using the MEC
software, was divided into two subsets corresponding
to the horizontal and vertical axis. Equations (4) and
(5) were applied to each data set independently in
order to compute the least square coefficients. This

process was done using

s.1. H
Within
coordin
differen
alreadY

mouse

a monitor resolution of

1024x768 and 800x600 in the stimulus computer, and

'

5.2. I
lf the r

the default matrix dimension in the MEC application.
The resultant coefficient values are tabulated below-

it

indic
be eith

able 3. Least Square Coefficients
1024x768
800x600

is defined as the curve that has the least square

n

system to

values for

63m
u

o

(;",,,)-[t.,lt,,)
/ ,
"t,i -[]''J

u* bbritor Coorclrntes

40

0

The D
imPlement

Horizontal
Vertical

a

b

a

b

45.235

2.2188

-49.339

1.78667

-101.672

t.79A7

-78.989

1.40903
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action'
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Plugging the values into the straighr line equation
=rin- f3)
' ' yield
to the following data translation equations:
: ' using 1024x768 monitor's resolution:

ents while

allr

xu = 45.2347 +2.21879

;quare error, the

lzero.
hields:

.

x,

(6)

:

tu =-101.6716+1.7907.yu

.

t

'

(7)

using 1024x768 monitor's resolution:

xu = 49.339 +1.78667 -xu

(4)

I

yu

= -78.989 +1.40903.

y,

(8)
(9)

:

;
,l

(5)

The Data Normalization Module (DNM)
of

.;

implements both pairs

;

system to perform accurately in any ofthe two screen

equations allowing the

It automatically detects the current
of pixels across and down on the stimulus
monitor, and selects the corresponding coefficient
resolutions.

number
r

values for data translation.

thought the

I matrix,

nof
f the image

:

5.

Eye Motion Interpretation

Algorithm

r. For those
ult in valid

Once the coordinates are converted to pixel values,
e resulting , they are used as input to the Mouse Control Module
ron causing
(MCM) whose purpose is to translate user's gazing
: equations l:. behavior into mouse cursor actions. The two main
lwithin
actions that are executed when using the mouse are:
.:
e does not
. to move the cursor, and to employ a left click. The
nd to the 'a functionality ofthe mouse was implemented based on
a is being a: the fact that if the eyes are closed the EGT
..:
not affect
coordinates will assume a value of zero.

Issue 2. Vol. 2- Februarv

15, then the program initiates a left mouse click
In order to determine the dwelling time at

which the left click should be executed, different
counter values were tested and the more accurate
results were obtained when using 15. It is good to
point out that the EGT coordinates are sent through
the serial port at a frequency of 60 Hz, thus the
interval in which 15 points are received is very small
and is equivalent to l/4 s.

6.

Tool for System Performance
Evaluation

The tool used during the testing section was the
Metric Monitoring (MM) application (Fig. 5) t9l
which provides indicators to evaluate the
performance of the data conversion algorithm based
on the interaction ofthe user. It consists on having a
target (button) moving through out the screen which
the subject should follow with the eye (onty one eye
is being tracked). The trajectory ofthe button can be
changed at user's request and it is defined by markers
placed on different positions on the screen. As the
target moves, the coordinates of the center of the
button as well as the position of the mouse cursor is
recorded.
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How to Trigger Cursor Movement

Within the MCM, a subroutine determines if the eye
coordinates are different than zero or not. Ifthey are
different, it uses the P.O.R.H. and p.O.RV. values,
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5.2. How to Trigger Mouse Left Ctick
If the values coming from the EGT are equal to zero,
it indicates that the subject closed the eyi which can
be either a regular eye blink or a voluntary closing of
the eye where the duration is assumed longer than the

blink. In order to differentiate between the two
actions, once zero coordinates are detected by the
MCM, the program counts how many consecutive
zero coordinates are received. If the counter value is
very small (less than 15 counts), no action is
executed. However, if the counter value is equal to

The degree of discrepancy of the mouse cursor and
the visual point (center of button) is defined as the
Euclidean distance D" between the centroid (x", y") of
the mouse pointer and the center of the target button
location (xr, yu) for each time frame At. The time
frame was defined based on the frequency of the
EGT system (60 Hz) to be equal to I second. The
centroid was determined using the six points that fall
within At, and the target was the average position of

the moving button at that time. The degree of
discrepancy equation is written as:
(10)

2',, y-=,ltt

r,

where 1. =El_
'66

i

, x,

and

y,

are the

mouse cursor coordinates, and i = 1,2,...,6.

After calculating the Euclidean distance for each
button position, the average ofset was computed as:

\o"

D,=L
'n

(l l)

where n is the number of time frames

7.

in

using 640x480 monitor resolution and of 72.91%i 8. Conclur
when using 1024x768 with the new data conversion I The aim of

mechanism, which represents a substantid ] of a real-tin
improvement in the use of eye gaze to control the l interface tl
mouse pointer. The difference in the offset values of g motor dise
10.3% demonstrates that when using small screen i apPlication

resolution (icons are displayed bigger on the screen)
the user has better eye gazng control of the mouse
cursor.
Table 5: EGT-mouse offset reduction using
1024x7 68 monitor resolution.

the data set.

EGT and mouse pointer data were collected with
the MECDC application using different calibration
matrix dimensions and different monitor resolutions.
For each data set, conversion coefficients were
calculated and used to compute the mouse pointer
position, and the results were tested using the MM
application.

(a)

(b)

/o

advantage
mechanisr

50.46035
112.6977

90.905274

ll0l. lts d

8.6585 r404

still less

3

s54.8309
I13.583
67.05093

4

573_O231

input devi
Howevt

5

550.8675

t6.1265

49.6528982
95.78738r
97.4725265

6

569.1422

26,4758

95348t221

I

33.?582
24.13928

Table 6: EGT-mouse offset reduction using 3x3 and
5x5 matrix dimensions with 1024x768 monitor
resolution.

Subject

of

3x3

5x5

Improvement

(a)

(b)

((a-b)/a)
o/n

I

89.21197

50.46035

1

123.41',76

112.697'7

3

43.85943

Fig. 6. HCI testing setup

4

44.t3928

The average degree of discrepancy obtained for all

6

20.5669
73.5468

33.7582
24.13928
16.1265
26.4758

subjects is shown in the following tables.

Furthermore, the data collected

Subject

Average

Offset

Average
Offset
(b)

Improvement

((a-b)/a)
o/

I

(a)
73.0542
8l.36279

3
4
3

52.86821
82.72291
79.77081

34.55053

16.6171I
t6.1265

3.478863004
34.64781s77
79.91232417
79.78395857

6

100.2122

4.37 t254

9s.63800216

I

I 1.8192
78.53229

83.82132718

The results from Table 4 and 5 exhibit an average
reduction of eye-mouse deviation

of

62.88% when

e

((a-b)/a)

)

43.43769115
8.68587624s
23.03091946
45.31 I I

l5l8

21.59003058
64.00142494

in Table 6 reveals

was reduced by 34.34% when
changing the matrix dimensions from 3x3 to 5x5.
This implies that by using more data points to

that

Using

Olfset

Ratio

Table 4: EGT-mouse offset reduction using 640x480
monitor resolution.
Ratio of
Previous
New

evaluating
exPerimen

New
Average

Subject

and compare the results.

mechanism
bet\ileen Ei

Previous
Average
Offset

Results

Experiments were conducted with six subjects in
order to determine the prospects for EGT-mouse
offset reduction mechanism. The objective was to
evaluate the behavior of the system using the two
data translation algorithms mentioned in this article

Ratio of
Improvement

imPlementl

the . offset

calculate the data conversion coefficients, the system
becomes more accurate- However, incrementing the
number of calibration points makes the data
collection process last longer, which may be very
tedious. There needs to be a trade off between the
calibration matrix dimensions and the data collection
time interval.
When experimenting with the control application
and web browsing, users reported the mouse cursor to

be more stable and easier to control. The mouse
pointer could reach the target and click on it with an
improved degree of accuracy.

mechanisn

means to

I
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mechanis

jittering
source o{
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8.

Conclusion
The aim of this study was to increment the accuracy
of a real-time vision-based assistive human computer

lata conversion

a

substantial

to control

RESEARCH

interface that will allow individuals with severe
of motor disabilities to use most of the Windows

the

,ffset values

; small screen applications. This was accomplished by: (l)
on the screen)
implementing an enhanced data conversion
of the mouse mechanism that decreases the degree of discrepancy
:

between EGT and mouse cursor coordinates, and (2)
the system by
evaluating the performance
experimenting with different Windows applications.
Using eye gazing as primary computer input
mechanism will give individuals with disabilities
means to communicate with their eyes. Its main
advantage is that it reacts faster than other input
mechanisms resulting in a highly responsive system
[0]. Its downside is that eye tracking equipments are
still less stable and less accurate than most manual
input devices due to the saccade behavior ofthe eye.

of

ion using
n.

Ratio of
rprovemenl
'.a
-h) / a)
o/

'0.905274
65851404

,.6528982

However, this study confirms that with the
implementation of suitable data conversion
mechanism and algorithms that overcome the eye
jittering behavior, the use of eye movement as a

5.787381
,.0725264

;.348t221

ing3x3 and

source of computer input is feasible.
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